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Difficulties in generating a microtext (on materials from fiftgraders’ classroom 

compositions) 

Микротекстът обхваща изречения, обединени от обща микротема, чрез която се разгръща част от темата 

на съответния текст. Съчиненията на петокласници позволяват да се проучват уменията им за генериране 

на микротекст, както и трудностите, които срещат пишещите ученици в този процес. За тази цел 

написаните от тях автентични текстове, т.е. текстове, при чието създаване не се "намесва" учител, са 

подходящ обект за изследване на ученическия дискурс. В предлаганата статия дискурсът са схваща като 

речево поведение, реализиращо се с помощта на писмен код (в случая езиков текст), при което се постига 

разбиране между отправителя (ученика) и получателя (реален или фиктивен).  

В изложението се прави опит за представяне на отличителната за ученическия писмен дискурс 

специфика въз основа на наблюденията върху трудностите при генериране на микротекст. За илюстрация 

се използва установяващ експеримент, проведен при естествени условия с единадесетгодишни деца от 

пети клас на средно училище в България. От компонентите на речевата ситуация са зададени: предмет на 

общуване (подарък, който детето, автор на съчинението, иска да получи от родителя си), отправител 

(ученикът), получател (родителят на ученика); цели на общуването (осведомяване на получателя за вида 

на подаръка, убеждаване да бъде купен ), код (писмен). Темата на съчинението е "Подаръкът, който 

желая да получа", а задачата за изпълнение е формулирана така:" Опишете подаръка така, че да накарате 

вашите родители да ви го купят".  

Петокласниците се затрудняват да идентифицират фреймовете (смислите) в собствения текст, както и да 

ги йерархизират, поради което не идентифицират добре или не успяват да идентифицират 

микрофункциите в текста или функциите на всеки микротекст. В резултат на това текстовете на 

писмените съчинения не са структурирани адекватно на комуникативното намерение на отправителите. 

Може да се направи изводът, че петокласниците не владеят умения за генериране на микротекст.  

0. Studying the difficulties that schoolchildren face in generating micro-texts in their 

compositions makes it possible to draw conclusions on how children acquire the skills for 

generating texts and on how they can control their language performance (written discourse) 

behavior. The usefulness of such a position for the methodology of teaching students 

Bulgarian as their first language is grounded in the possibilities for uncovering mechanisms 

that could enhance the communicative competence of schoolchildren (CCS). CCS or the pack 

of skills of the writing/speaking pupils: a) to orient themselves in the communicative situation; 

b) to plan their discourse participation; c) to attain their communicative goal and intention and 

d) to elicit feedback on the success of the communicative act are palpably reflected in the 

texts they produce. The group of skills for generating a micro-text in particular belongs to the 

so-called textual competence.  

In what follows, a micro-text is defined as a succession of sentences, which verbalize a single 

common topic (a subtopic against the background of the holistic text from which the micro-

text has been subtracted) and under discourse is assumed the communicative behavior of the 

participants in the communication realized via the use of texts (and micro-texts respectively). 

Consequently a student’s micro-text can be defined as a micro-text generated by a student 

with a definite didactic aim within the framework of a specific communicative variety (form) 

or in other in the frame of a fixed educational communicative genre.  



The working concept of an educational communicative genre can be described as a 

combination of a semantic and a pragmatic structure. The semantic structure represents the 

ordering of the senses that the writing (speaking) student expresses, while the pragmatic 

structure embraces the hierarchy of micro-functions within the text (or the function of each 

micro-text through which the respective senses are verbalized within the text as a whole). For 

example in a descriptive composition the dominating function is description, while in an 

argumentative essay it is argumentation. The communicative genres created by the 

schoolchildren may be based on ready-made mental schemas (or frames), but they might just 

as well allow for the generation of such frames. For the purposes of the present article the 

second heuristic type of communicative genres has been chosen for analysis, the one in which 

the students generate meanings (the frames) and verbalize them by employing the verbal 

means available to them from their linguistic competence (mind).  

1.In written discourse, the background knowledge of the students is “deposited”, their 

communicative interests are reflected and their pragmatikon (the system of communicative 

needs) put to use. Written discourse reflects essentially the world of the student, of the 

maturing teenager as well as the abilities of the writing person to verbalize his knowledge of 

the world, their ability to express themselves in language and communication. But as 

participants in the discourse the students cannot adequately appreciate their role as authors of 

the written text. They do not fully realize the specificity of written communication. This has a 

number of characteristic consequences. In most cases the students are unable to define the 

text’s denotatum, to decompose it into its integral parts. They do not identify the frames and 

fail to verbalize them in correspondence with their intentions or the expectations of the 

recipient. They miss to pinpoint the main function of the text and the various functions of the 

micro-texts. They do not consider the addressee for whom the text is designed sufficiently, 

and write for themselves instead. All these characteristics are conspicuously discernible in 

students’ compositions – the subject proper of the research presented below.  

Practice shows that despite often being inexperienced participants in the discourse, youngsters 

are spontaneous, candid and their communicative contributions are characterized by ingenuity. 

A typical example are the texts of students in the early age range (fourth, fifth grade) of 

secondary school level. Such is the composition of the girl in the fifth grade that is analyzed 

here. Not infrequently this particular advantage of students’ written discourse is undervalued 

and underestimated by teachers and adults alike. One of the “myths” which is need of an 

immediate demystification is the myth of the ineptitude and deficiency of students’ discourse. 

The reason is to be sought in the tacit assumption that since the producer is still being 

educated, s/he is unavoidably an inept participant in written communication and consequently 

the discourse s/he generates is also marked by ineptness. Such an understanding is subject to 

criticism. It does not incorporate a clear distinction between the qualitative differences 

between the child and the adult.  

It is an entirely erroneous position to consider the student a miniature model or copy of the 

adult. The child is undoubtedly an individual just like the adult but with a considerably 

smaller social experience. The specificity of the social and communicative experience of the 

child is the main factor influencing the student’s discourse production. The scope of 

background knowledge and its hierarchical structure in the mind of the student are entirely 

different from those of the adult. For this main reason the identification and analysis of the 

system of knowledge about the world (the thesaurus) and the system of communicative needs 

(the pragmatikon) of the child and the adult should be guided by their particular age, 

psychological and socio-cultural specifics. We should describe the markers appropriate-



ness/inappropriateness to discourse, in which the student takes part and not transpose the 

opposition to mean appropriateness of non-student (adult) discourse as opposed to 

inappropriateness of students’ discourse.  

2. Studying the difficulties that students encounter in generating micro-texts helps to clarify 

the specific character of students’ written discourse and contributes to the adequacy of the 

analysis of the students’ micro-texts from a pragmatic point of view. The nature of the 

methodological position adopted here presupposes that the analysis be illustrated with 

authentic communicative material from students’ compositions. By authenticity is meant non-

interference on the part of an adult, experienced participant in the discourse in the process of 

generating the student’s composition.  

One of the major difficulties in analyzing students’ discourse and texts is the complex 

character of the errors in them. It is a question of syncretism of errors. Typically a text of low 

informative value, for which it is obvious that the text’s denotatum is left unknown, shows 

lack of skills for performing the function (respectively functions) of the text and the micro-

texts. Besides, such texts usually contain wrongly constructed sentences, stylistic errors and 

punctuation mistakes. A prerequisite for a successful methodological activity are the 

typologization of the deficiencies and errors, the identification of their causes and the 

outlining of a strategy for their eradication and prevention. For the practical purposes of 

education it is often that the errors in the generation of a student’s text are overlooked, the 

difficulties in the structuring and composing of the text are left unanalyzed. It is expected 

from the students that they should recognize the requirements for the meaning-structural 

articulation of the text on their own. Unfortunately most often this simply does not work.  

Describing the difficulties that the students face in writing their compositions and generating 

the micro-texts is a step without which it is impossible to go all the way up to the writing of a 

successful text.  

3.The difficulties in generating a student’s micro-text can be analyzed from three different 

perspectives depending on the focus chosen for describing the micro-text as a linguistic 

category – conceptual, structural and functional. The conceptual perspective reflects the 

peculiarities of the hierarchical organization of frames. What needs to be established is 

whether the frame verbalized in the micro-text is a key one among the mental schemas laid 

down in the basis of the text. The structural perspective answers such questions as: which is 

the micro-topical sentence (if there is one), is it successfully placed within the micro-text. The 

micro-topical sentence has its autonomous semantics or is at least meaning and grammatically 

independent from the rest of the sentences in the micro-text. The remaining sentences are 

synsemantic; they are dependent on the topical sentence. The cohesion or the adequate 

linguistic linkage of the micro-text is studied. The functional aspect is aimed at analyzing the 

direction or purpose of the micro-text – its usefulness for the holistic structure of the text. The 

function can be a) text generating – to describe, to persuade, to evaluate by the micro-text and 

b) text structuring – to begin the text (an introduction) or to finish the text (the conclusion).  

For the purposes of the analysis communicative material from an establishing experiment has 

been used. The experiment was carried under the following conditions – during standard 

classes in the Bulgarian language as a native language in a randomly chosen school in the 

capital. The pupils, authors of the text have not been specifically trained to produce the texts. 

The texts are created on the basis of the linguistic preparation of the separate pupils and their 

individual achievements.  



The topic for the composition is: The present I want to receive. The task has been formulated 

as follows: Describe the present so that you would persuade your parents to buy it for you.  

4. The students are expected to produce a text with a well-defined semantic and pragmatic 

structure, since the topic has been given and the function (the purpose) and the addressee of 

the text have been specified.  

The semantic structure presupposes two main frames: A. description of the desired present, B. 

the motives for receiving it and the plea/asking for it (why is it desired). The texts written by 

the fifth-graders contain the following repeating frames: naming of the desired present, 

description of the desired present, enumeration of the advantages of the desired present, 

expression of the dream about the present, the prospective benefits from the present, a plea 

for receiving the present, promises for future activities in return for receiving the present. The 

two key frames encompass the repeating frames. Of the altogether eight frames two (naming 

and describing the present) are subsumed under the first key frame A. Six of them fall under 

the other key frame B. The contention is confirmed that the frames can be thought of as 

“semantic units”, which contain each other. The frames of a higher rank contain those of a 

lower rank thus building a semantic hierarchy. In verbalizing the frames we can identify two 

micro-texts with text-generating function – descriptive and argumentative with a descriptive 

and argumentative rhematic dominant respectively. The pragmatic structure presupposes the 

realization of a persuading and informative function. In this particular case the communicative 

task requires that the persuading function occupy a higher place than the informative one in 

the hierarchy of rhetoric functions. As a consequence two micro-functions will be realized: an 

argumentative and a descriptive one with the extralinguistic aim of buying the desired present. 

The use of speech acts whose illocutionary force will facilitate the attainment of the 

extralinguistic goal is presupposed. The obligatory (constitutive) speech acts will be of the 

directive type. It is assumed that for the particular case in question both explicit an implicit 

appeal will be among the communicative strategies for the successful performance of the 

communicative task.  

Let us look more closely at one of the compositions.  

My biggest dream is to have a dog. I want her to be dark brown. Her eyes will be brown and 

will sparkle at night. The breed I prefer is German shepherd. .The advantage of having a dog 

is that she will guard our house and I promise to be good and learn all my lessons.  

Actually I will take care of her and wash her paws. I have been dreaming about having a dog 

since I was very little. ( G.N.)  

In conceptual terms the composition contains “overlapping” frames: the desire to have a dog, 

the description of the dog and a promise to be good. They have not been decomposed into 

propositions in keeping with the intentions of the author. Respectively the sentences are not 

correctly formed. The frames are not developed but simply marked. Intuitively 

(subconsciously) the pupil relies on the addressee to guess the full meaning, on the reader to 

fill in any missing detail. A consequence of this cognitive mechanism are the only marked and 

not adequately verbalized overlapping micro-themes. We can identify micro-themes such as: 

What is the dream of the student, what does the dog she want look like, why does she want a 

dog as a present, how will she treat it, etc. The inability to identify frames causes the 

deviations from the rules for maintaining the nominative cross-referencing chain (dog – dark-

brown – her – shepherd – her – dog). The use of text connectors displays monotony.  



From a structural perspective it is obvious that the micro-texts verbalizing the two key 

frames are not well differentiated and individuated. The author of the composition has 

graphically marked two paragraphs, but their division is quite arbitrary with no semantic or 

stylistic reasons for this. The explanation lies in the inability to decompose frames. There is a 

micro-topic sentence but it does not “organize” the respective micro-text. See for example the 

fifth sentence form the second paragraph – it already points out a different micro-topic  

The functional aspects of this student’s composition make the identification of micro-

functions very difficult. The indirect speech acts – representatives and comissives have been 

successfully chosen but ordering is unmotivated, which prevents the creation of a pragmatic 

hierarchy, thus violating pragmatic valence. Representatives have been chosen for the 

descriptive micro-function. The appellative micro-function is carried out by directives.  

5. It could be concluded that the analyzed student’s text has characteristics typical of students’ 

written communication. This empirical material confirms the contention that in many cases 

the writing students have difficulties in generating micro-texts because they have not been 

able to identify the key frames and decompose them into propositions. This of course triggers 

the difficulties in identifying the micro-themes. Moreover, usually the function and the 

subordinate micro-functions of the text are inadequately identified. As a result the generated 

holistic text has insufficient level of cohesion and coherence and its semantic and pragmatic 

structures are not adequate to the communicative task being performed...  

Communication stands a higher chance of being successful with well-structured texts rather 

than with poorly structured texts. A key factor in forming and enhancing text structuring skills 

and abilities turn out to be the skills for generating a micro-text. Organizing the work on 

micro-texts would be considerably more effective if it takes into account the specific 

characteristics of schoolchildren written communicative performance as they were defined in 

the present article.  
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